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With Our silvaglaze high insulation range of double and triple glazed units we have your 

energy efficiency in hand but like anything in your home you want it to be stylish and stand 

out. With our Silvaglaze bevelled and lead designs range you can do this.

There are numerous styles in our vast range but we can do bespoke designs to your own 

taste. Here are some of our most popular styles but feel free to talk to your supplier.

BEVELLED DOOR PANELS BEVEL RANGE

Most designs can be adapted for side screens, full door panels etc. This brochure features our 

standard design range. We can also produce designs to customer's own requirements. We use as 

standard, unless otherwise requested, antique finish lead. All products are available as single, 

double or triple glazed. However bevels can only be laid on the following obscure glass: 

Stippolyte, Contora, Chinchilla and Satin. Bevelled panels can also be obscured using film. 

The decorative panels in this brochure are hand crafted and hence small imperfections are an integral part of the product. 
This may include slight colour variations and small imperfections in glass bevels. Natural lead oxidation is not a fault.
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